A qualitative electron microscopic study of the corticopontine projections after neonatal cerebellar hemispherectomy.
The present study shows that 3--5 days following lesions of the dentate and interposed nuclei in normal adult rats degenerating axons and axon terminals can be detected in the contralateral pontine gray. The degenerating axon terminals form Gray's type I axo-dendritic contacts with fine and intermediate dendrites measuring between 0.8--2.4 microns. The present study also investigates, by electron microscopy, the synaptic rearrangement of the sensorimotor corticopontine projections following neonatal left cerebellar hemispherectomy. Following neonatal left cerebellar hemispherectomy, the right sensorimotor and adjacent cortex (SMC) presents a very dense ipsilateral and a modest amount of contralateral corticopontine projections in contrast with a predominantly ipsilateral corticopontine projection seen in the normal adult rat. As with the ipsilateral corticopontine projection seen in the normal adult animal, the bilateral corticopontine projections seen in the experimental animals form contacts with dendrites suggestive of Gray's type I synapses. While the corticopontine projections in normal control animals form synapses with fine dendrites measuring 0.2--1.2 micron the corticopontine projections in the experimental animals form synaptic relations with fine dendrites and with intermediate dendrites measuring 0.2--2.4 microns. As the normal cerebellopontine fibers from the dentate and interposed nuclei also form axo-dendritic synapses on fine and intermediate dendrites and the contracts formed are also of Gray's type I synapses, it is possible that some of the newly formed corticopontine fibers in the experimental animals might have replaced the cerebellopontine fibers synapsing on intermediate dendrites. Synaptic rearrangement appears to take place as suggested by the presence of synaptic complexes in which one axon terminal contacts two or more dendrites or two or more axon terminals contact one dendrite. Such complexes are frequently seen to undergo degeneration following the right SMC lesion in the experimental animals. Other complex synaptic structures are also present in both the right and left pontine gray in the experimental animals. They are not seen to undergo degeneration following the right SMC lesions. Occasional features of neuronal reaction could still be seen in both sides of the pontine gray for as long as 3--6 months after the neonatal cerebellar lesions.